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Explanatory Memorandum – Minute No. 5 of 2022 

Subject  Constitution 

Affiliation with the Empire of Imvrassia as a Hegemony 

Urabba Parks’s external relations power is exercisable by the Manager‑General 

by virtue of Chapter II of the Constitution which provides, among other things, 

that the executive power of Urabba Parks is vested in the Enactor and is 

exercisable by the Manager‑General.  The external relations power includes the 

power to handle relations with micronations, which are self-declared states.  

Urabba Parks does not regard micronations as states and therefore treats such 

entities as non-state jurisdictions.  The Minute recommends that Urabba Parks 

communicate its application for affiliation with the Empire of Imvrassia as a 

Hegemony by way of communication to Emperor Aggelos of Imvrassia. 

If accepted, Urabba Parks will become part of the Empire of Imvrassia under 

the name the Hegemony of Urabba Parks.  An Imvrassian Hegemony is 

described as ‘an autonomous monarchical state within the Empire.’  As part of 

the Empire of Imvrassia, the micronational interests of Urabba Parks will be 

represented by the Emperor, who will effectively act as a voluntary diplomat.  

The affiliation will not affect the internal operations or legal structure of Urabba 

Parks, and accordingly an Act of Parliament will not be required to bring this 

arrangement into effect. 

The Empire of Imvrassia is a Hellenic micronation that was founded on 11 May 

2022 by an individual known as Aggelos of Imvrassia (born 1 September 1981).  

Initially a self-declared principality, the micronation became the Kingdom of 

Imvrassia on 21 March 2016, and later became the Empire of Imvrassia on 1 

January 2020.  Imvrassia maintains diplomatic relations with a number of 

prominent micronations including the Grand Duchy of Flandrensis, Kingdom of 

Ruthenia, Empire of Austenasia, State of Vishwamitra, Governorate of Graecia 

and the Empire of Lehmark.  The Empire of Imvrassia is a founding member of 

the League of Hellenistic Micronations. 

The proposed affiliation with the Empire of Imvrassia as a Hegemony will 

enable Urabba Parks to participate in the intermicronational community through 

an already recognised micronation, without affecting Urabbaparcensian law.  

The arrangement also benefits the Hellenic character of Urabba Parks. 

The Minute recommends that approval be given in the form proposed. 
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